Quick set up guide for the eCELL Focus Black Box HD Dash Cameras

More comprehensive instructions are included in your physical ‘FOCUS quick manual’ located in the glove box, also once you follow this guide the app features a digital manual for your use as well, this is simply a quick guide summarising the key points to help get you started:

1) Download the e-FOCUS app from the Google Play store if you have an Android device or from the Apple App Store if you have an Apple device.
2) If you have downloaded the e-FOCUS app correctly it will show on your screen as per pictures below (*some devices may vary):
3) Now that you have downloaded the e-FOCUS app, you need to establish the Wi-Fi connection between your Apple or Android device and the eCELL Focus Black Box HD Dash Cameras. To do so please navigate to your devices Wi-Fi connections and connect to the wireless network FOCUS, the default password is **12345678**
4) Now that you have established the Wi-Fi connection between your Apple or Android device and the eCELL Focus Black Box HD Dash Cameras, open the e-FOCUS app.

You will be prompted to change the wireless name (i.e. – from FOCUS to one of your choosing) and password (i.e. – from 12345678 to one of your choosing that is more secure). **We highly suggest you do this to avoid others having access to your footage.**

*Please note if you forget your password you must seek help from the manufacturer.*

5) The e-FOCUS app is now ready to use, enjoy!

*It is advisable to allow the dash camera system at least 30 seconds when starting your car to ensure the system is running and recording correctly*
Help with **ANDROID**, see default manual page 27 for advance WiFi settings of phone (manual is in eFOCUS APP, smart network switch has to be turned off)

1) Preform FOCUS factory reset, PRESS front BUTTON and count ten beeps. This will reset WiFi name back to “eFOCUS”. If not able to get to the main module, continue but you will need to change the WiFi name

2) Delete eFOCUS App off device, and then reinstall eFOCUS App

3) FOCUS power turn ON (start car up)

4) WiFi Name & Password change (Example FOCUS001)

5) Waiting for auto-connection
   - If successful auto-connection, this issue is resolved
   - if fail auto-connection:

   >> Please, check any pop up messages
   >> Check the WiFi name, whether it is “FOCUS” or “FOCUS001”
   >> If WiFi name changed to “FOCUS0001”, try below:

   1) Open eFOCUS App
   2) Select “SETTING” in menu
   3) Select “FOCUS Sharing Phone Add”
   4) Type in your WiFi name (FOCUS0001) and password
   5) Push “OK” button
   6) Waiting and check whether is WiFi connecting.